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From the Editor
As I pass a final eye over this edition of Direction I
am encouraged to reflect on the diversity of the
Montessori movement since so much of this seems
to be represented in this edition.
At the heart of the Montessori movement is the
training that helps us to understand what Dr.
Montessori wanted us to do when she urged us to
offer education as an aid to life. Recent graduate
Léa Morpurgo reflects eloquently on how
experiencing the Montessori principles for herself
during her training at the Maria Montessori Institute
helped her to understand what they really are. Once
we have this fundamental understanding there is
much that we can do with it, and no one understood
this better than Renilde Montessori who sadly
passed away recently. In a tribute to her we bring
you an article about the Educateurs sans Frontières
programme. As we know, there is no more
important educator in the life of the child than his
or her parent. With this in mind Donna Bryant
Goertz blogs about the kind of relationship that
parents need to have with their children if they are

going to give them the best start in life, and Kristin
McAllister Young writes about how important it is
to let our children feel emotion if they are to start to
understand their own feelings. Montessori
Directress Claire Paglia touches on a subject that
concerns every teacher from time to time: the
difficulties experience by children who continually
arrive late at school and come into a class that is
already getting on with their day.
In our regular feature Yesterday’s Discovery Today’s Science Lori Woellhaf talks about recent
research which examines the benefits of writing by
hand over the use of a keyboard. With the new EYFS
now statutory, Gayle Wood questions the value of
testing two-year-olds.
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News
Plans for a Montessori Secondary
School

New Montessori Elementary School
opens in Bayswater

Plans are now afoot to start a farm-based
Montessori secondary school by 2017.
The
Montessori Place, based in Brighton, has made a
commitment to open the school within five years.
Since the turn of the century there has been an
upsurge in Montessori adolescent programmes
around the world, particularly in the USA. This
development firmly changes the perception of
Montessori in the UK as being a 'pre-school'
offering.

The Maria Montessori Institute has opened a new
Montessori Elementary school. The new school,
which is attached to one of the Institute’s model
schools in Bayswater is the second of the Institute’s
elementary schools and is run by Poinsy Pino who
has worked for a number of years at the
organisation’s elementary school in Hampstead.
This expansion is part of the response to a growing
demand from parents who want their children to be
able to follow the Montessori approach beyond the
age of 6 years.

Karen Pearce, Director of Pedagogy at The
Montessori Place, said ‘Every adolescent needs to
experience the best of human collaboration as they
find their contribution to the world. It is not enough
only to nourish their inquisitive minds, we must also
support their heart that can love and their hands
that can work. Only then is their full potential
revealed.’
The announcement was made at a Montessori forum
of parents, teachers and administrators in July. Biannual forums will continue to be held to share the
plans as they develop. For further information about
the
next
forum
please
contact
info@themontessoriplace.org.uk.

Google Celebrates Maria
Montessori’s Birthday
On the 31st August this year Google celebrated Dr.
Montessori’s birthday by honoring it with a ‘Google
Doodle’ illustrating some of the Montessori
developmental materials. It is nice to know that the
founders of Google, who are themselves the
products of a Montessori education, are happy to
acknowledge the source of their genius.

New School opens in Watford
Building on the success of Sitara Toto Montessori,
Leavesden Montessori school will soon open its
doors to children in the Watford area. The new
school will provide a Children’s House, Infant
Community and Elementary School as well as
offering all year round childcare. Speaking about the
new project, Shital Shah, proprietor, said, ‘I am so
happy that we will finally be able to offer children an
opportunity to stay in Montessori into their primary
years. We have been dreaming about this for years
and now it looks like this dream will finally become
a reality.’

The Montessori Society AMI UK
Seminar 2013
The Montessori Society Seminar for next year will
take place on Saturday, 9th February 2013.
A
whole day is envisaged where talks and discussions
on Montessori covering the entire spectrum from
infancy and childhood to adolescence will be
explored by experienced AMI trainers and
practitioners. The chance will present itself, on this
special day, to listen to and discuss the essence of
Montessori and explore the avenues we all tread
during our daily lives in the school environment and
at home. Details concerning the speakers and venue
will be released nearer to the date.
Please mark this date in your diaries as a wonderful
opportunity for the Montessori Community in the
UK to come together again to meet as friends and
colleagues and above all, to show support for the
Montessori Movement worldwide.
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News
Nutbrown Review Recognises the
Uniqueness of Montessori Training

Give Peace a Chance and Introduce
it into your Classroom

Professor Cathy Nutbrown’s final report on the
government review of early education and childcare
qualifications was published this summer. During
this review process she consulted with the Maria
Montessori Institute, along with other Montessori
training organisations, who were keen to express
concern over the move to a single, ‘one size fits all’
early years qualification, which would have
inevitably compromised Montessori practice.

Teachers have called the Montessori Model United
Nations a ‘Life changing experience for me and my
students’.

Professor Nutbrown listened intently and has clearly
given due consideration to the concerns expressed.
She seems to have made every attempt to make a
recommendation that will allow Montessori
organisations to continue to offer training for a
unique approach. In her report she says ‘I have
received specific representations from Montessori
and Steiner settings and trainers, who are
concerned that the move to a single qualification
does not accommodate their particular approaches
and philosophies. I have a great deal of respect for
the different approaches that these settings take in
the care and education of young children, and I have
seen for myself what they can offer when provision
is high quality. I am persuaded that it is important
that these approaches are not inhibited by too rigid
an approach to early years qualifications. At the
same time, I think it is reasonable that, in order to
ensure consistency across the sector, Montessori
and Steiner qualifications should demonstrate that
they meet minimum expectations of quality and
content.’
She goes on to say, ‘By removing the intention to
move to a single acceptable qualification in the
future, I believe the main concerns expressed to me
by Montessori and Steiner organisations have been
addressed. I do not believe there is anything
inherent in the suggestions I have made for the new
‘full and relevant’ criteria that would prevent
Montessori and Steiner specific qualifications from
being developed in the future that fit within the
overall framework I am proposing. Many Montessori
and Steiner settings operate successfully within the
EYFS, often receiving ‘Good’ or ‘Outstanding’
ratings from Ofsted. I would expect the Teaching
Agency to consult Montessori and Steiner
organisations, alongside the rest of the sector, as
they develop the new ‘full and relevant’ criteria, but
do not believe that the fundamentals I have set out
above are at odds with the Montessori or Steiner
approaches.’ We can only hope that the fullness of
times demonstrates this to be true.

The Montessori Society is co-hosting the only Model
UN programme for Montessori Students aged
between 9 and 14 years old, directed by Montessori
Teachers and Montessori High School Students.
Held in Geneva with a curriculum that includes
meeting UN Staff and Ambassadors and touring the
Palais Des Nations, the teacher workshop on the
24th and 25th November 2012 offers the opportunity
to prepare for this experience.
For the teacher workshop please register at
www.montessori-mun.org
The 2013 MMUN Conference will take place from
the 24 to the 27th April 2013, and registration is
now open at www.montessori-mun.org
Parents are also welcome to help coordinate MMUN
activities to help support their school.
Please
contact info@montessori-mun.org for more
information.

Upcoming Courses at the Maria
Montessori Institute
In an attempt to meet the growing demand for
elementary teachers in the UK and abroad the Maria
Montessori Institute is offering an AMI Montessori
Elementary course in modular format, starting in
April 2013 and completing in 2015. Although an
AMI Montessori 3-6 Diploma is a pre-requisite for
this course, the Institute will be offering a
foundation module in February, which will qualify
those who do not have the AMI Montessori diploma
to gain access to the Elementary course.
In response to another demand the Institute will
also run an additional AMI Montessori Assistants
course starting at the beginning of November. The
course will be run two evenings a week and will also
include some Saturdays.
For further information and an application form for
either of these courses please contact
info@mariamontessori.org.
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Your Letters

Answered by Emma Wong Singh

Montessori approach subject to
political change?
Can we applaud the Education Secretary Michael Gove’s
recent comments that he sees ‘deregulation’ as the
future for the early years sector?

As Montessori Directors and
Directresses, our training and
subsequent practice has always
centred on meeting the
developmental needs of the
children in our care. Whether we
work in a Nido, Infant
Community, Children’s House or
with the Primary years from six
to eleven, our role is to help each
child gain ever greater steps

towards independence. The type
of environment we create for the
child will vary depending on the
period of development that we
cover; and our approach will
depend on the individual’s
personality and current interests.
Each year we hear about
‘changes’ in government policy
coming in various guises, and in

many ways they affect the work
we do every day. Similarly,
however, these changes that
occur outside our control will
never change the way we see the
individual child.
As
Montessorians, our training has
given us the gift of
understanding the true potential
in each child, and because our
view of childhood originates
from a developmental
standpoint, our core approach
will never change. Confident in
our position, our other role is to
help others see the child as
Maria Montessori did all those
years ago, and by continually
refreshing our knowledge with
the latest scientific findings, the
fluency of our message will
continue to grow and expand.

Montessori for teenagers?
How did Maria Montessori apply her
principles to the period of adolescence from
12 to 18 years of age?

The education of the adolescent
lays its foundations in good
models of Children’s Houses and
the Montessori Primary Schools.
The individual that emerges in
the adolescent period is one who
wants to make a positive and
significant contribution to the
social question; in Maria
Montessori’s words, ‘what our
true duties are in respect of the
rights of man’.
As we approach puberty at 12
years old, we see the individual
changing from one where social
relations are an emotional quest
to one where social relations are
now viewed as a kind of work.
Economic independence comes
into the frame of the adolescent,
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and the view that
work is about
collaboration,
which Montessori
notes implies
‘association and
discipline’.
‘Some such occupation as work
upon the land’ is Montessori’s
response to the type of
environment that accords with
the
adolescent’s
development.Her ideas are
radical, even nowadays; they are
also noteworthy.
As the
government spends its time ‘rearranging the curriculum’, let us
turn our thoughts to the
individual at this period of
development, and wonder

whether we should instead focus
our attention on the agents of
his or her personality formation,
and the consideration of the
‘individuality of the learner’ as
the true ‘aid to life’.
You can read more about the
Montessori approach to the
adolescent in AMI’s latest edition
of Communications.

When do children learn
right from wrong?
The child at four is a sensorial
explorer. At this stage he builds
up his mind through direct
hands-on experience with
activities in his environment, and
so learns about his world. The
question of morality, however,
calls for a different kind of mind:
one that is no longer sensorial in
nature, but one that is able to
grasp abstract concepts.
Practising and responding to
morality rests on the reasoning
mind making the journey from
cause to effect.
In ‘From
Childhood to Adolescence’ Maria
Montessori says, ‘One cannot
awaken the conscience by
talking about it’. Consider the
seven-year-old who is on a walk
to the park, for example. This
activity is a positive one in many
ways, but the crucial point, when
considering this as parents or
teachers, is that the destination
is not the goal. The realities of
taking a walk that present
themselves to the seven-year-old
are the goals. It is dealing with
the realities presented to the
seven-year-old in different
situations that will guide him or
her to an awakening of his or her
moral consciousness. There are
numerous examples we could
give, but one situation that could
feasibly arise is the seven-yearold who sees a person playing
the violin on the side of the
road, and needs to decide after
he stops to enjoy the music
whether to give the musician the
few coins that he has or to spend
those few coins he had planned
on a snack later on in the day.
The awakening of the moral
consciousness is fully alert at
this point, giving the child
valuable experience he will draw
on through his life. The child at
six has reached a physical
independence and can function
well within the rules or moral
code of the family and a small
environment. With experience at
this age, the older child is able

When does a child reach the stage when he is
interested in ‘morality’? I think it is important to
help my four year old understand what is right,
and what is wrong, what is acceptable and
inappropriate behaviour, however, I find it hard to
know how and where to pitch my explanations to
him.

to investigate the wider world.
Older children analyse and
discuss moral and ethical issues;
however, things are not as clearcut. They are aware of the fact
that people hold different views
and these should be respected.
The four-year old is at the
sensorial, material stage. He will
absorb incoming impressions
through his experiences using
his hands. Not having reached
the abstract plane, he is not yet
ready to cope with the morality

How can I find
an authentic
Montessori
school?

of the world or even his
immediate environment, but
instead to take in as sensorial
impressions what he feels, hears
and sees as the moral code in
his family unit. The journey each
child takes along his road
towards full independence will
be different, but by meeting him
or her in the present, our
response will always carry with it
a delicate respect for nature’s
manifestations and the work of a
child in the process of formation.

I want my child to go to a
Montessori School but I know
that the name Montessori is not
copyrighted and so it is
possible to call any school
Montessori when it is not really
authentic. How can I be sure
that the school I choose is a
genuine one?

There are many schools in
the UK and indeed around
the world that are not
genuine Montessori
schools. The first step in
your search is to trust your
own instinct. Observing a class
in action will help to give you a
good first impression. The
Montessori Society website has
an article entitled 'What is
Montessori?' which may serve as
a useful guide. There is also a
list of Montessori schools run by
AMI trained teachers and
Montessori Education(UK)
accredited schools on the
website. These schools maintain
high sta nd a r d s o f ge nuine
Montessori practice and ME(UK)
accreditation gives a formal
assessment of the authenticity of
practice.

Comments,
Questions?
Please send in your letters to:
Direction
Montessori Society AMI [UK]
26 Lyndhurst Gardens
London NW3 5NW
Email:
info@montessori-uk.org
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Blog
A Father and His Little
Daughter
Donna Bryant Goertz, founder of Austin Montessori School in
Austin, Texas and author of ‘Children Who Are Not yet Peaceful’
talks about how patience in our interactions with children can
help to shape their personality.
A father followed his fourteenmonth-old daughter around the
school library, the kitchen, and
my classroom. With profound
attention and absolute focus on
his toddler, he gently but firmly
placed his arm in her way every
time she reached for something
she couldn’t be allowed to touch.
He said kindly but not
apologetically, with conviction
and patience in a very soft voice
that this was someone else’s
work and then he offered her
work of her own. The toddler
was persistent. She repeated her
efforts testing out the availability
of everything around all three
rooms again and again. The
father was persistent. He
repeated his arm movement and
his words again and again. He
never lost focus. He never
became impatient or raised his
voice. He never gave up and
gave in. He remained steadfastly,
respectfully, and lovingly
committed to his daughter’s
development of impulse control.
Surely this father would have
preferred having a conversation
with me about the daughter he
has in my class and her
development. We had opened a
discussion several times only to
set it aside in favour of his more
urgent and immediate task of
attending to his toddler’s
development. Never did this
father roll his eyes, make a
sarcastic comment, or express
the slightest displeasure to me
over being interrupted several
times. His entire being seemed
suffused with alertness and
calm. It seemed that repeating as
many times as necessary the
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words and gestures his daughter
needed were to him the most
ultimately meaningful and
fulfilling experience.
I ha ve seen this fa ther in
restaurants and at parties. He
and his wife have taken turns for
hours in attending the needs of
the toddler, always with the
same patience, skill, and
pleasure that I observed in the
father at school recently. How
was this father capable of such a
depth of understanding and such
a steadfastness of practice? How
does he delay gratification,
exercise impulse control, and
choose what’s best for his
toddler’s development over what
would be more enjoyable or
interesting for him at the
moment?
Most of us as parents have either
put everything out of reach, let
the child wear us down after
patient attempts to intervene,
kept the child away from places
not prepared for him, intended
to keep careful watch but
become distracted or given up,
lost our tempers regularly and
used fear or violence to control
the child, thrown up our hands
in despair because we couldn’t
maintain focus or intention, or
decided we’d rather have fun for
the moment and deal with our
child later. I propose we
meditate objectively and
dispassionately on the effects of
our various, random, haphazard,
reactive, vacillating, harsh, or
self-indulgent ways of loving our
children. Since that day, I have
returned again and again to
wonder at the difference this

father’s way of parenting can
make in the lives of children. I,
as a young parent, was certainly
neither knowledgeable nor
capable of such skill and selfdiscipline. I could not even have
imagined it.
As a part of our communal
search for the roots of alienation
and violence in our lives and in
our society, we ask ourselves
many questions. How does the
average child feel by the age of
six, having been the target of so
much impatience, irritation, and
annoyance? What does a sixyear-old think having been an
intimate in a relationship
involving so much waffling,
expediency, distraction, and
inconsistency? Where does the
average child place his trust and
rest his security in the face of so
much angry frustration and
resentful resignation?
At whom does a young child aim
his reaction to being the cause
of so much negativity, inwardly
to his own soul, outwardly
toward his intimates, or beyond
to the Other, those strangers in
strange lands?
How can she help but forever
after intertwine love [despite all,
she loves her parents
passionately and knows how
dearly they love her] with anger,
impatience, irritation,
annoyance, resignation, and
resentment?

What sort of love relationship
can he enjoy with friends,
relatives, spouse, and with
children of his own?
Of course we have all survived a
childhood characterised by just
such experiences during the first
six years of life. And we are fine.

Our communities are fine. Our
world is fine. Or perhaps it is
not. And perhaps it is time to
work toward some tough
changes. Maybe love is not
enough. Maybe it’s time for us
adults to develop another way of
bringing up children, one that is
neither laissez-faire nor

Easy as Pi
Peter Davidson, AMI Board Member and consultant for an AMI
school in Southern California, talks about the importance of
hands-on experience to learning – even for adults.

I was recently invited to present
leadership training to a group of
private school principals. I
attempted to get them beyond
an intellectual understanding of
a different way of educating
children and coaching teachers,
to a more experiential one. I
wanted to open their minds to
the possibility that their jobs
were more about inspiring
teachers than managing them. I
further hoped that they might
try to open the minds of their
teachers to the possibility that
their jobs were also more about
inspiring students than
managing them, as well. I set
out to give them a short but
inspiring educational
experience, and what could be
better than a Montessori lesson?
I asked this group of
professionals what they
remembered from their own
education about pi. Someone
responded, ‘3.14159’.
‘You’re
right,’ I said, ‘that is the value of
pi, but does anyone remember
what pi means?’ At once they
seemed to adopt the sheepish
demeanor of students in a
traditional math class, each of
whom is saying to him or
herself: ‘I should know this but
am afraid to answer because I
might get it wrong. I hope the
teacher doesn’t call on me!’ To
relieve their discomfort, I
supplied the answer: ‘It is the

ratio of the circumference of a
circle to its diameter.’
I invited them to gather around
me. On the table I had a sheet of
white paper, a pencil, a ruler and
a circle. I proceeded to draw a
straight line almost the length of
the piece of paper with the
pencil and ruler. Next, I made a
mark at one point of the circle’s
circumference. Holding the circle
vertically, I matched that mark
with the beginning of the line on
the piece of paper, and carefully
rolled the circle along the line. I
asked the principals to let me
know when the mark had made
one revolution and returned to
touch the paper. I made a mark
at that point on the line also. ‘Do
you agree with me that the
distance between the beginning
o f t he l i ne a nd t hi s ma r k
measures the circumference of
this circle?’ They agreed that it
did.
Now I compared the diameter to
the circumference. I laid the
circle flat down on the paper, its
edge even with the beginning of
the circumference line and made
a mark at its other edge, thus
denoting the width of the circle,
its diameter. I moved the circle
along the line to this new mark
and again marked the diameter.
Then, a third time. This only left
a tiny bit of the circumference
line. ‘So, we just found that we

fearsome or oppressive, one that
is authoritative, skilled, patient,
persevering, and full of personal
self-discipline and resolve. And
we may find that the very skills
that are best for bringing up
children are those which will
help us live together in the world
as a whole.

could measure the diameter of
our circle along the
circumference line – how many
times? 1, 2, 3 and a little bit. We
have just proved pi.’
I invited them to take their own
things and prove pi for
themselves. Then I asked, ‘How
do you feel?’ ‘Excited,’ said one.
‘I feel like I have just
accomplished something!’
offered another. ‘I’ll never forget
pi now!’ said a third. I suggested
to them that what they had just
experienced was a small
example of the kind of
education that would lead their
students to fulfill the skills and
characteristics necessary for the
21st Century. I further
suggested that they take this
activity back to school with them
and share it with their teachers.
It’s not their jobs necessarily to
discover all of the better ways to
teach Geometry, or English, or
Botany; but perhaps it is their
job to inspire and empower their
teachers by this example to
discover better methods of
teaching for themselves.
Any Montessori elementary
teacher will recognize this
lesson on pi. I have watched
Montessori teachers give this
lesson any number of times. I
remember the look of
excitement and discovery on the
faces of the children. I can also
recall teachers giving this lesson
to the students’ parents at an
evening event at the school.
Parents invariably respond with
the same delight as their
children. ‘Oh, so that’s what pi
means! It’s so simple and
elegant. Why didn’t I learn this
way?’
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Features
When I grow up I want to be a
Montessori Directress
Recent graduate of the AMI 3-6 Diploma Course at the
Maria Montessori Institute, Léa Morpugo talks about
what it is like to study a Montessori course

I

t was my grandparents who softly suggested that
I ‘see what I felt about Montessori’. I had graduated
from Durham University a keen bean, with many
interests and bags of energy to match. My
grandparents had watched me wisely, without
saying a word as I hurled myself into different fields
of interest – foetal research, midwifery, paediatric
medicine. I knew that to make something really
work, to get the most out of it, you had to give it
your all. So I did. I gave each one the benefit of the
doubt. But no matter how much energy I put into
my ventures and no matter how close I came to
committing to them fully, something held me back
every time. A crucial puzzle piece was missing. But I
couldn’t put my finger on it.
The night they suggested it we were at home in
Devon. I had come down from London for the
weekend. In order to gain a breadth of experiences
and apply for medicine, I had taken up a number of
temporary jobs, one of which was a post as a
learning assistant to a 5 year-old boy with global
delay. It turned out I was at my happiest when I was
with him and I was always burning to tell them all
about him and the latest
marvels. That Friday we had
taken ourselves out of the

thoroughfare that was his classroom and gone down
to the playground. Whilst we sounded out his name,
I wrote the letters on the tarmac with a piece of
chalk. I had then asked him if this were something
he would like to do himself. He had tried to write
before but hadn’t managed to produce the rows of
letters on the practice sheets like his comrades. The
pencil had been too thin and too tricky to keep a
hold of. He’d tried pressing it hard against the
paper but he’d broken the nib. Still hopeful he’d
tried holding it lightly but then he couldn’t get it to
meet the line. He had persevered for a while but his
sweaty fingers slipped and slid towards the lead.
The pencil had laughed at him and so he’d thrown it
to the other side of the room where he wouldn’t
hear it. Frustrated he’d begun to kick his
neighbours under the table. But today, within
seconds, he had skipped off and begun to write his
name in metre-long green letters, sticking his
tongue out as he went. The happiness he felt after
every letter made him so giddy he stumbled from
one to the next. For the first time in his life, he was
experiencing not only what it was to write a full
word but what it was to write his own name. “I can
write, I wrote this word, but
it isn’t any word, it’s my
name, IT’S ME, and better
still, I can write it!!! I can
write me in big, in small, in
green, in pink, I can write
me on this paving stone,
and this one, and this one.. ”
His excitement surpassed
mine.

My favourite object
of all was a small lion,
which stood on the shelf
above the table

My grandparents had listened to my re-telling and
had let me witter on the entire evening. They
knew. But they weren’t going to tell me. I would
have to figure it out myself. It would take the time
it took. This attitude was very typical of their own
Montessoriesque approach to my upbringing. My
earliest memories in Devon are of being shown
how to go about doing real things that would
contribute to the running of the farm. I would then
be left to get on with it. My grandparents would
stand back just enough for me to feel they were no
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longer there. In my mind, I was alone. I was trusted.
The challenge also always seemed to be the right
one for my size and ability. I would be hooked:
peeling, brushing, digging, planting, whisking,
milking. My most vivid early memory is of polishing
brass in the kitchen. With enough polish, sheets of
newspaper and pans to keep me going, I could be at
it for hours. My favourite object of all was a small
lion, which stood on the shelf above the table and
would only be polished by me, when I came to stay.
At first, he would look more like what I thought a
dark cave-lion might look like, but by the time I was
finished with him he had regained his silky golden
mane and coat. To me he was the most beautiful
thing I had ever seen! On that particular Friday
evening I said something along the lines of “It must
be so wonderful for parents and grandparents to
see their children or grand-children growing up with
open arms, showing new signs of interest at every
corner, and seeing what happens when you sow the
little seeds that help them to extend their world and
enrich themselves - witnessing all these
discoveries!”
The penny dropped. The missing element that I was
seeking had been staring me in the face, quite
literally in fact, with gleaming eyes and rosy cheeks
- just in case I needed a little extra persuasion. I was
certainly not a grandparent, nor a parent for that
matter. But perhaps I didn’t have to be. All of the
avenues I had investigated had been interesting
enough, I had learnt a lot about the factors which
damage a child’s development, about some of the
things you can do to give children a better chance
of a healthy and fulfilled life. It had been close, but
not quite close enough. I looked up at my little
brass friend and could almost have sworn that he
winked at me.

The structure of the AMI course reflected the layers
of Montessori’s philosophy of education. Unlike
teachers in any other pedagogical approach, the
teacher’s work does not revolve around a set
curriculum with age-specific targets and daily fixed
plans, but around the child’s natural course of
development. The way you see him, what it is that
you offer him, what you say to him, is determined
by his particular stage of development. So although
our study of the materials and the ‘educational’
messages they conceal became just as central later
on, we began with that which we could not do
without – Montessori’s understanding of the child.
And thank goodness we did! You try bringing more
than forty students from as many different
backgrounds and corners of the world and see the
bizarre creature that is concocted from their
combined understanding!
The picture we were presented with was simple.
‘What makes us human?’ we were asked. ‘Which of
our many characteristics are life-long and crosscultural? Which ones have enabled us to survive?’ We
want our children to be caring, inquisitive,
intelligent, creative, and ultimately contributing and
peaceful members of society. We profess to teach
these traits to them at school. But what if those
tendencies were already present at birth? What if our
children were found to be naturally social, naturally
inquisitive and have a natural capacity for learning?
We were asked to think of how much the child had
learnt by himself before he even came to school. As
the lectures ran on, we learnt of the child’s innate
pattern of learning, which Montessori observed in
him throughout her lifetime and which continues to
be observed in children to this day. But where did all
this leave us? There was seemingly no need for
teachers. The child had the capacity to teach

Five months later I had read ‘the Absorbent Mind’,
signed up for the course, met Louise Livingston at
the Maria Montessori Institute for what felt like tea
without the tea - if you see what I mean, and was
making my way to their new training centre in North
Kensington. ‘I don’t want to put you off’, she had
said, ‘But I should warn you, it is going to be quite
demanding. Are you sure you are up for it?’ Put me
off? Demanding? Up for it? Surely it wasn’t going to
be as much of a struggle as this daunting language
suggested. Nonsense. Of course I was up for it.
Maybe she hadn’t read my CV properly… However, I
think I speak on behalf of all the students on the
98th full-time AMI Montessori Diploma course when I
say that never in a month of Sundays could we have
prepared ourselves for what was in store for us. We
were about to find ourselves being taken by the
hand and accompanied on a very unique journey.
One through which, we would not only learn a great
deal about the development of the child but along
which, each of us would find ourselves changing
too.
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so profoundly transformative and inspiring.
Instead we need to search for a far more subtle
ingredient, also present in the Montessori
Children’s House. There, for instance, the children
learn about mathematical concepts such as what it
is to subtract. Children learn this in traditional
schools too. However, it is the way in which the
teacher meets the child in these moments of
learning which will determine not only the depth
of understanding that the child will reach but also
the depth to which he will store the information in
his being. In a Montessori
Children’s House, the
teacher’s approach, upheld
by Montessori principles, is
the bedrock of everything
else that is done in the
environment. We were told
that we had the power to
hinder or to support the
child in his learning. We
would come to understand this in a very special
way.
From day one, the same principles that were asked
of us in our exchanges with the children were also
applied to us. For instance, as we know, only in
sustaining a certain level of self-giving does a
Montessori teacher have a chance of providing the
conditions for a child to thrive. By this I don’t mean,
bending over backwards for him at his every squeal,
accommodating him in every way shape and form.
What I mean is far more exerting than that. It is in
committing to work on oneself, practising facing
and setting aside of such things as our personal
frustrations of the day, our pride, and engaging our
knowledge and empathy to the point where we
forget about what it is to be ‘patient’. Only this way
can we embrace the child and his needs
thoughtfully, appropriately, in a way that meets him
on this moment of his day and of his development.
Throughout the AMI course, both our tutors and the
teachers in the schools were models of selflessness,
and with genuine care in their eyes they devoted
astonishing amounts of their time and energy to
support us, to meet us in that time and place of our
journey towards a better understanding of
ourselves, of the child, and how we could fit that
into a pedagogical framework.

Like the children, we
too were to be involved in
the development of our
understanding

himself. We could all relate
to the idea that a lesson
learnt through one’s own
experience is one best
retained. The reins that we had imagined were
securely in our palms were dissolving and opening
up a new realm of possibility. We weren’t here to
teach. We were here to guide. To help the child to
help himself.
But as we all found, applying this logic is not easy,
for you cannot help someone to help himself if you
don’t trust that he is actually capable of doing it in
the first place. To begin with most of us had little
trust in the child. Despite understanding the theory
and being full of good intentions, our practise was
easily contaminated by surprisingly ugly, egotistical
and self-gratifying motives. Our tendency to use
many more words than needed whilst presenting to
children for instance, our desire to give the child the
answer to ‘help him along’, our temptation to ask
‘Got it?’ at the end of a presentation or to dictate
the best way of solving an argument in order to
make a situation dissipate more quickly. Without
realising it, we were coming ever so close to
robbing the child of the tools he needed for life and
robbing ourselves of the chance to grow as people
in the process.
Through daily lectures, group discussions, guest
seminars, personal tutoring, opportunities for selfreflection, in-school observation and practice, we
came to familiarise ourselves better with what it
meant to be the invisible guide Montessori spoke of.
We learnt about the power of observation and how
to spot those times when we could do more by
doing less. We learnt the crucial difference between
a reaction and a response. Step by step, we revisited
and redefined why it was that we had come to be at
the Maria Montessori Institute and how we could
fulfil that purpose. However, although the course
offered a great variety of stimulating means through
which to learn about Montessori, it occurs to me
now that we cannot solely look to these in seeking
to find what element it was that made the 9 months
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Like the children, we were also lead to answer our
own questions rather than be served them on a
plate. More was required from us, therefore. We
were to spend time with the materials in order to
find the answers to our queries. Tiny seeds were
sown in order to make us question and unravel our
bold statements. Like the children, we too were to
be involved in the development of our
understanding, we too were to take active roles in
our education. In order to do this, we were helped
to build a new relationship with our mistakes. Like
the children, we came together in a nonjudgemental environment where we could try and

test ideas and gradually unpick them ourselves to
reveal their failings. In fact, mistakes became such
recognised learning opportunities that we
purposefully placed ourselves in those situations
which would highlight where our challenges lay. All
of a sudden conquering our challenges became
exciting and the more we did so by ourselves, the
more we gained a sensation of ownership over our
acquisitions and our ability to acquire more. Like
the children with their teachers, we knew that the
Trainers would always have the tools to guide us in
the right direction but the seat of knowledge no
longer felt as though it solely rested with them. Like
them, we knew that it dwelt within us too. Like
them, we were being trusted to find the answer
ourselves, we were tasting the elation that comes
with every new breakthrough and we wanted to
learn more.
In line with the Montessori ethic, we were not
subject to tests nor to grades either. Essay
guidelines were not of a prescriptive format to
facilitate the marking system. Instead they were
broad to leave room for each individual’s interests.
Furthermore, with only ourselves to answer to, we
came to discover our own human natural desire to
complete a piece of work and to do it well, to do it
as perfectly as we could possibly manage. The
tendency to do something exactly is one of a great
number of adaptive natural tendencies we can see
expressed by the children, when they are given the
right conditions. It really seems as though, like the
children we were observers of our teaching practice,
we too were growing in self-assurance, in
independence, developing
new skills, unlocking our
curiosity and flourishing
into more fulfilled
individuals.

though we were shedding our skins and that the
less fearful, the gentler and overall slightly more
steady forms of our previous selves were beginning
to emerge.
Today, I realize that we only came to attribute the
deserved importance to the Montessori principles
through being placed, as we were, at the receiving

We only came to
attribute the deserved
importance to the
Montessori principles
through being placed at the
receiving end of them
end of them, in experiencing them ourselves, what
they opened up within us and how that made us
feel. It is truly thanks to this that we were able to
reach not only a deeper understanding of the child,
but a sincere belief in and passion for the
Montessori method. Now we knew why it was that
we should strive to make these acts ourselves,
towards children and adults alike!
I skipped to my bus stop most nights of the Course.
I felt I had found the pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow!

Filling the space which
our tutors offered us
took time and was not
simple. The difficulties
we faced in learning to
feel more comfortable
about making mistakes,
in believing in our own
potential and not relying
on somebody else, in
believing in the genuine
care that we received
from our tutors, were all
testimony to the scars of
a very different sort of
childhood adaptation to
that which we were
striving to give the
children. But thanks to
this approach, I
remember feeling as
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Features
Risk in Perspective
Tim Gill, leading expert on children’s play and free time,
writes about the risk we take when we don’t allow our children
to take the risks they need to take to effect natural
development

A

mma is climbing a weeping willow tree in her
nursery garden. The trunk of the tree curves
gracefully, almost parallel to the ground, a couple of
feet above the bare earth – the perfect height for the
four-year-old to test her nerves.
She doesn’t realise it, but some adult eyes are
keeping a watch on her. One of the nursery staff has
spotted her going under the canopy, and is
monitoring her progress from a discreet distance.
Amma presses on. She is a keen and competent
climber, and is now higher than ever before.
Although she is about four or five feet off the
ground, she shows no signs of stopping.
Imagine you are that worker watching Amma. What
would you do? How and when would you step in?
And more importantly, on what basis would you
make these decisions? Now imagine that, instead of
climbing a tree, Amma was working on a jigsaw
puzzle. The contrast between these two scenarios is
revealing. With the puzzle, educators find it easy to
accept that the child’s play should be respected.
Even if she is struggling, or using a method that
doesn’t make sense to adults, her own efforts are
valued and we think before intervening, because we

recognise the value of nurturing Amma’s sense of
agency and autonomy.
With climbing, we are tempted right from the outset
to give warnings – ‘take care, Amma!’ – that express
doubts about a child’s competence. All too often,
any interest we might have in what she might be
getting out of the experience – and she might be
getting a great deal - is crowded out by our
anxieties about what might happen to us if things
go wrong.

Any interest we might
have in what she might be
getting out of the
experience is crowded out
by our anxieties
Of course, it is absolutely right to be concerned
about children’s safety. But this concern has to be
tempered by a recognition that exploration,
adventure and uncertainty are at the heart of the
process by which children get to grips with the
objects, people and places around them. As
theorists from Dewey, through Montessori,
Piaget and Vygotsky to Bruner have shown,
learning comes first and foremost from within:
it is the child’s impulse to go from ‘this is what
I can do already’ to ‘this is what I cannot do but
want to do’ that underpins so much of their
development. The emphasis in the Early Years
Foundation Stage on play has placed the issue
of risk centre-stage, because for children, play
is all about exploring ideas of competence,
power and control.
While there are some major disagreements
about the state of childhood in the UK, the one
thing everyone accepts is that children have
fewer opportunities to encounter risks. Daily
experiences like spending time with friends and
family in the street, and playing in local parks
and green spaces, are in long-term decline. As
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Helen Tovey, lecturer in Early Childhood Studies at
Roehampton University, argues in her 2007 book
Playing Outdoors: Spaces and places, risk and
challenge, this loss of childhood experience has to
be the starting point for a thoughtful appreciation
of the role of outdoor play in children’s learning and
growth.
So what does a thoughtful approach to risk look
like? The essential first step is to recognise that risk
cannot be eliminated. The zero-risk childhood is a
myth, and so is the zero-risk setting. Children can
and do have accidents, fight, get hurt or upset, feel
sad or frustrated, in any situation or setting. Indeed
as my co-authors and I argue in the UK Governmentfunded publication Managing Risk in Play Provision:
Implementation Guide, in many cases these
outcomes are best understood
not as adverse at all, but as
key ingredients in a rich diet of
learning experiences.

providers need to help
some of their parents
understand why giving
children a taste of adventure
is so important

Hence we adults are in the
business not of minimising or
eliminating risk, but of
managing it. A sound approach
to risk is one that balances
risks against benefits.
Remember Amma climbing the
weeping willow. Let us start by asking: what is she
gaining from her experience? It is not hard to come
up with some impressive answers to this question:
physical activity, body awareness, self-confidence,
sense of achievement, real-time risk management
and emotional awareness - not forgetting the
intrinsic thrill of being off the ground.

Next we can ask: what are the risks? The most
obvious of course is the risk of injury. As to how
great that risk is, practitioners who know the
children they work with should have a pretty good
idea of their strengths and weaknesses, their
personalities and how they might respond to
challenges in different situations. There’s an
important point here: the risks that should be our
prime focus are surely those that concern the child.
Yet as I noted above, it is the risks to adults –
blame, loss of reputation, liability – that too often
crowd our minds, and cloud our judgements. We
become preoccupied by back-covering, and devote
far more time to managing this – through policies,
guidelines and paper trails – than we do to looking
after children. Weighing up risks and benefits is not
always easy - it certainly cannot be reduced to a set
of checklists or guidelines - but it is absolutely at
the heart of good pedagogy.
When we think about risk in early years contexts,
our mind typically turns first to physical challenges
like Amma and her tree-climbing, or children’s use
of play equipment or tools. When Helen Tovey talks

of ‘risky play’ in
Playing Outdoors, this
is what she has in
mind. But of course
there are many dimensions to risk. For instance,
there is social risk: the challenges children face in
learning how to get along and resolve their
differences. And there is emotional risk:
experiencing, and learning to overcome, a whole
range of fears and anxieties. I agree with UK
playwork academics Wendy Russell and Stuart
Lester. In their report Play for a Change they argue
that risk – in the sense of actively seeking out
uncertainty – is a deep theme in a great deal of
children’s self-directed play. In all these domains of
risk, the goal for educators should be the same: to
help children learn how to cope with the everyday
challenges that life might throw at them. This is
what, in my book No Fear: Growing up in a risk
averse society, I call adopting a philosophy of
resilience.
If a philosophy of resilience is to be successfully
developed, it needs support at all levels of the
‘chain of command’. A shared understanding of
risks and benefits should run from face-to-face staff
through managers to inspectors, regulators and
ultimately politicians, and also parents and the
wider public.
At first blush this may seem a tall order. The threat
of litigation and the fear of being blamed are
powerful forces. But it is clear that we cannot carry
on the way we are without undermining children’s
growth and development. If ultimately, that means a
change in the law, then so be it.
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help some of their parents understand why giving
children a taste of adventure is so important. One
way to do this is to revisit one’s mission statement.
It is striking to note how many mission statements
talk of creating ‘a safe and secure environment for
children’. Given that opening gambit, is it any
wonder that some parents feel confused if their
child comes home with a sprained ankle or a
bruised ego?

When talking to professionals about risk, I am often
told that it is parents who are the biggest barrier to
a more balanced approach. This needs unpicking.
While it is true that there are some anxious parents
out there, it is also true that many parents are fed
up with the way that their children’s sense of
adventure and appetite for experience is being
stifled. For every parent who wants to buy kneepads
for their crawling baby, there is a mum like Lenore
Skenazy, the New York journalist who found herself
at the centre of a media storm letting her nine-yearold son travel home on his own on the subway. Her
subsequent book Free Range Kids makes a witty,
intelligent case for giving children more freedom.
The truth is that parents, like the rest of us, are on a
continuum when it comes to attitudes to risk. The
mistake so many settings make is to think they have
to set their benchmark at the level of the most
anxious parent. Too often, a single complaint about
a piece of equipment leads to the removal of that
offer. In the nicest possible way, providers need to

In the UK, the climate around risk in childhood has
begun to improve, as educators become more aware
of the importance of fostering children’s appetite
for adventure and discovery, and as public and
political opinion swings away from an overzealous
approach to child safety. Meanwhile on the front
line, initiatives such as Forest School and outdoor
kindergartens have spread dramatically over the last
few years, as has a more creative approach to
thinking about outdoor space. These improvements
show that the demand for absolute safety can be
resisted, and the tide can turn.
The time is right to build on this shift and move
beyond the blame culture. We need to reject the
zero risk mindset, and recognise and promote the
value of mistakes and setbacks in children’s
learning. We need to support sound professional
judgement that is less about checklists and backcovering, and more about what will help the
children we work with to develop their confidence
and resilience. Perhaps most important of all, we
need to reflect on our own childhoods, and remind
ourselves of what it might have felt like for Amma,
when she climbed the tree in her nursery higher
than ever before.

For more about Tim Gill’s work visit his website
www.rethinkingchildhood.com A version of this
article was published in Early Years Update by
Optimus Education. www.early-yearsupdate.com.
Moving to a more balanced approach: Questions to ask
References

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

How clear and consistent is the setting’s philosophy around
risks, benefits, responsibility and resilience?
How consistent is staff practice, and what scope is there for
reflection and open debate?
To what extent do outdoor spaces, activity programmes and
trips and outings allow children to encounter and manage
risk?
What messages are being given to parents about risk, safety
and the implications of minor injuries and upsets?
Do risk assessment forms and other procedures allow staff to
record information about benefits?
What support is there from key agencies beyond the setting
for a more balanced approach? If not, what could be done to
build that support?

[Adapted from Nothing Ventured: Balancing risks and benefits in the outdoors]
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Features
Help Me to Feel for Myself
Kristin McAlister-Young writes insightfully about how we can
help children to develop emotional independence if we allow
them to feel their own emotions rather than always charging
in and rescuing them.

P

erhaps one of the most famous quotes by Dr.
Montessori is appropriately framed from the child’s
voice: ‘help me to do it for myself’.
Those of us
who work or parent children under six usually apply
this edict to the physical realm; conscientiously
providing the child an environment conducive to
independence in the care of self, others, and their
environment. We provide child size implements and
move dishes to an area where children can reach,
demonstrate how to do something slowly and with
great exactitude so that the child can repeat,
master, find the joy in being capable and the deep
inner confidence born from true independence.
Parents and teachers of primary and adolescent
students understand that ‘help me to do it for
myself’ applies also to the intellectual, social, and
moral realm: help me to discover and imagine,
pursue research and weigh decisions for myself,
navigate a group and solve social issues. These
cognitive and physical applications of Dr.
Montessori’s edict are absolutely fundamental to the
Montessori philosophy, but perhaps equally
important is to reexamine this edict in the context
of the child’s emotional independence.
As the school year starts and we see young children
upset as they make the transition to school, the
question of the adults’ role in ‘helping’ the child
bear strong emotions becomes even more
pressing.The teacher’s desire to rescue the child
from missing a parent and the pain of the parent as
he or she sees the child upset makes us want to
make sadness disappear entirely from the child’s
life, but what help is appropriate if we apply the
principles of Dr. Montessori?
Although the conflict the adult experiences in the
above example is virtually universal and totally
understandable, there is also a curious phenomenon
occurring in society today where many teachers and
parents feel that part of their responsibility is to
ensure their child’s happiness in every moment of
their day. I am sure we have all seen the situation
where a child is quickly given a treat or comforted
to rescue them from the negative feelings

associated with just being told they cannot do
something. Certainly, in the long-term sense, raising
a child who is generally happy and emotionally
grounded is an important goal. However, this goal,
combined probably with the very understandable
difficulty adults have in seeing children upset has
fostered an atmosphere where teachers and parents
often feel they must swoop down into the child’s life
to rescue them from emotional difficulties.
If we look at this ‘rescue’ through the lens of ‘help
me to do it for myself’, we see very clear parallels to
the ‘over-helping’ that robs the young child of
physical independence or the teacher-led instruction
that puts the primary child’s independence of
thought at risk. All of this adult help comes from
the very best place and from a deep love for the
child. It is also most likely born from a biological
imperative that adults feel to care for the young in
our society.

Parents often feel
they must swoop down
into the child’s life to
rescue them from
emotional difficulties
However, the adult discomfort in seeing a child sad
and the very admirable desire to raise happy
children may be undermining the child’s very ability
to be happy long term. It is the argument of this
article that by rescuing the child from daily ups and
downs of emotion, we are short-circuiting a vital
process that the child must go through to build
emotional independence akin to the cognitive and
physical independence we Montessorians so believe
in. It is only by learning to move through these
emotions that children develop the confidence and
the strength to cope. Put simply, we adults need to
be ok with children being sad about sad things. It is
okay for them to be disappointed, angry, frustrated,
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the fact that we have many times been involved in
the inception of the feeling, we adults are often
pulled deeply into the fray, making the loving
detachment required to observe nearly impossible.

happy, excited, restless, and bored, because it is
only by experiencing these emotions that they learn
that sadness ends, anger can be used
constructively, and even happiness comes in waves
so we should find great joy in and appreciation for
those moments.
So, if it is not to rescue, what is the adult role in
navigating these extremes of emotion? Just as in
the physical and cognitive realms, we do not expect
these growing developing young people to be able
to navigate these situations on their own. Our role
in the emotional realm is exactly what it should be
in the physical and cognitive realm. We never
abandon the child, but simply offer appropriate help
only where help is needed.
We already know the
steps to determine appropriate help:
So, if it is not to rescue, what is the adult role in
navigating these extremes of emotion? Just as in
the physical and cognitive realms, we do not expect
these growing developing young people to be able
to navigate these situations on their own. Our role
in the emotional realm is exactly what it should be
in the physical and cognitive realm. We never
abandon the child, but simply offer appropriate help
only where help is needed.
We already know the
steps to determine appropriate help:

Observe
This central request of the adult is exponentially
more difficult when we are asked to hold back a
moment and observe the child’s emotions. Certainly
we are familiar with this difficulty because we have
felt the conflicting emotions as we observed the
child who is frustrated but whom we know will
succeed in putting on those shoes on their own or
figuring out that math problem. How much more
difficult is it though when that child is angry at
something we have done [and we may be angry
too], sad about something that also breaks our
heart, or even excited by something that we may or
may not find equally positive? By the very nature of
our love for the child, the intensity of emotion, and
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That said, observation is the most critical
component to being a truly responsive parent or
teacher. Despite our own impulses, if we are to be
an aid to life, we must hold back and ask two very
important questions: Am I emotionally equipped in
this moment to truly observe and offer appropriate
help? Is my help necessary? In order to answer [and
sometimes even ask] these questions, it is often
helpful to imagine yourself pulling back from the
situation and observing from above. Imagine
yourself a surfer gliding peacefully over the
tumultuous waves below or a bird gliding on the air
currents above a chaotic city below. [And be kind to
yourself if it doesn’t always work!]

Manage the Moment
If the answer to the first question above is no, then
it is often best to wait a bit longer until the answer
is yes and you can not only appropriately evaluate
the situation, but can also react appropriately
without your own emotion getting in the way. [This
is said with no judgment - we’ve all been there!].
If the answer to the second question is no, then we
need to bear the discomfort of the child. We should
offer either a lovingly firm repetition of the
guidelines that have upset them [particularly young
children are often actually more reassured knowing
the guidelines are consistent than being comforted
directly when they are transgressed], or a
sympathetic and reassuring presence as he or she
moves through the wave of emotion.
The child
should feel supported and loved, but know that in
your absence he or she could still cope.

Example
A child who is sad about an ice cream that dropped
is reacting to a real situation and has a right to be
sad. There are many solutions that child can come
up with to move past the feeling. She can ask for
another. She can make the decision to be happy
about the play date they are going to instead of the
lost ice cream. Perhaps she will simply decide it is
not that important or she may let herself cry and be
sad for a while until life takes her interest in another
direction. The adult may want to solve the problem
because we see all of these solutions so easily, but
if we do not allow the child the time and experience
of these emotions, if we run to buy the new ice
cream before their tears hit the ground, we rob
them of a very real strength that will serve them
forever. Embedded in this simple example is the
child’s possibility to learn that being sad about
something that is sad is okay. This is a critical
lesson that even adults do not always realize. When

bad things happen, we feel sad, but that feeling will
end with coping strategies or simply with time. The
child may also learn that we can choose happiness
or that some problems don’t have solutions, but
that we can move past them and enjoy other things
in life.
As parents and teachers, we will not be there
forever or in every circumstance. In this society
where it is so simple to cure sadness with a pill, it is
critical that we raise children who are not afraid to
experience emotion and are not dependent on
others, even trusted parents and teachers, to cope
with strong emotions.
Throughout the experience, it is important to
continue to observe so that if help is needed, we are
there. Help may take the form of a simple question
that may lead to a solution: ‘Is there anything we
can do to help?’ Or it may simply be reassuring
them that you are there and you feel for them.
Again, offering only the help needed is crucial to the
child walking away from the experience feeling
capable and strong [or in the case of intense
emotions, at least being okay and having experience
to know they can endure strong emotions and
maybe develop some coping mechanisms].
There are certainly emotions that a child cannot
handle on their own and this is where setting aside
your own emotions to truly observe is critical to
making a good decision.
The answer to that
second question of whether adult help is necessary
is often yes when the reality of a situation is beyond
their comprehension, truly unbearable, and
especially if there is no clear solution to the
problem or end to the cycle of feeling. This can
occur because the situation itself is severe [i.e. the
death of a pet or loved one], or because the child is
not developmentally equipped to handle the
situation [a toddler who is overtired and dissolves
into tears when asked to get
into pyjamas or a young
primary-aged student who is
hurt to the core by
something an older child
says because he is really not
yet ready to navigate the
social world completely on
his own.] In these cases, the
adult may need to remove
the child from the situation, use distraction, or
coach or actively step in and model the appropriate
response. Just as over-helping can cripple a child by
making him dependent on adults to cope with
strong emotion, under-helping can cripple a child by
robbing him of what emotional competence he
previously felt, simply because the situation is
beyond him. In this case we must rescue them.

However, even in the case where it is appropriate to
ride in on our white horse, we must always and
continually be observing the situation to see if there
is any way to leave a bit of the solution to the child.
The corollary to this in the realm of physical
independence is the parent who rescues a child who
is about to give up putting on his shirt because it is
just too much for him and gently helps line up the
hole for his head, but hops back so that he does not
feel her presence as he pulls and his head pops out.
If we can offer just as much guidance and support
as a child needs but always evaluate when we can
provide them with their own moments of
achievement then even extensive help can create
strength.

Allow for Repetition
Just as in the physical and cognitive realm, the child
moves towards independence in the emotional
realm through repeated experience. He must be
allowed the time and freedom to try out different
tactics and to experience these emotions. The role
of the adult is to allow for these moments and to
observe so that in the moments of relative calm
after these experiences when the child is not
experiencing the emotion so intensely, the adult can
help the child process and reflect.
Repeated experience, in and of itself, will be the
most potent aid to the child to bear future emotion
with competence and confidence, but occasionally
we can also encourage reflection by questions
‘would you do anything different next time?’ or by
relating a relevant story from your life ‘you know, I
had a similar experience with my friend.’ These
comments should be clearly non-judgmental and do
not always need to lead to solutions. Simply sharing
a similar experience or even an example of how
poorly you handled a situation can encourage
reflection. The adult role in this moment is to
remain clear on
family or school
guidelines, but
primarily to help

The child moves towards
independence in the emotional
realm through repeated
experiences
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navigating those decisions on his own. If the child
feels you are having the conversation to express
approval or disapproval of his method of coping, it
will have a similar effect to over-helping because it
directs the child’s focus to an external rather than
internal locus of control. You may very well need to
have those conversations if the child has acted
inappropriately, but those conversations serve
entirely different purposes.

Despite her sadness
and our own sadness for
her, it is good that she is
sad about a sad thing
In conclusion, those simple words from the child’s
voice: ‘Help me to do it for myself!’ are so incredibly
powerful and, if heeded and applied holistically, can
help us to truly help the child develop into a person
of great confidence who is capable of doing for
himself, is independent in thought, lets his
imagination soar to heights we can only imagine,
and has the emotional independence that leads to
true sensitivity, empathy, and strength. If we return
to that young child on the first day of school and
view her experience and our role in it through this
lens, we are hopefully a bit more comfortable with

Books: Helping Children through
Bereavement
Losing those we love is not easy for anyone and
because of this we find it difficult to know how
best to help children to understand what has
happened. Should we just pretend it has not
happened and the person has just gone away for
a while? Should we tell our children that their
much-loved granny is sitting on a cloud or gone
to the playground in the sky? Or should we give
them all the details and tell them what happens
to the body and even let them attend the funeral?
These are all dilemmas we have to solve for
ourselves, reflecting on the values in our own
culture. But, if, as Kristin McAllister Young says, it
is important that children experience emotion in
order to become confident at coping with the
traumas that life throws at us then it is important
that we do not shy away from dealing with
difficult issues like bereavement. Books can be a
useful resource at this time.
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the knowledge that she has every right to be upset
and is experiencing a real emotion based on
missing her parent.
We should be able to be
comfortable that despite her sadness and our own
sadness for her, it is good that she is sad about a
sad thing. It is also probably beyond her ability to
completely handle and that our role is to comfort
and reassure her, but not to wash away the sadnesssimply to give her the time to be a bit sad and by
comforting her to allow her the time to widen her
circle of trust to the new adults and community in
her life. Through this process she will emerge
confident, strong, and happy because we adults
have given appropriate help.

Here is one that other readers have found helpful:
The Fall of Freddie the Leaf by Leo Buscaglia is
a beautifully written book that is illustrated with
stunning photographs. It describes the balance
between life and death through the tale of a leaf
called Freddy and his companion leaves, who all
experience the changing of the seasons in their
own ‘lives’. In describing Freddy’s death it says:
‘Freddie landed on a clump of snow. It somehow
felt soft and even warm. In this new position he
was more comfortable than he had ever been. He
closed his eyes and fell asleep. He did not know
that Spring would follow Winter and that the
snow would melt into water. He did not know that
what appeared to be his useless dried self would
join with the water and serve to make the tree
stronger. Most of all, he did not know that there,
asleep in the tree and the ground, were already
plans for new leaves in the Spring.’[1]
1 Buscaglia, Leo The Fall of Freddie the Leaf published by Slack
incorporated ISBN: 0-8050-7195-4

Features
Renilde Montessori
- an Educateur sans
Frontières
Direction makes its own tribute to the life of
Renilde Montessori 1929-2012

R

enilde Montessori died peacefully at her
home in Mansilla, Spain on September 14th this
year. The letter from AMI announcing this sad news
said ‘Renilde’s very special role and vision within
AMI took Montessori outside the realms of the
classroom with the Educateurs sans Frontières
programme, and embraced new initiatives within the
association - a legacy we are proud to see continued
today. Renilde was an AMI Director of Training in
Toronto, the General Secretary of AMI from 1995 to
2000 and AMI President from 2000 until 2005.
Renilde will be remembered with great affection and
fondness by many throughout the world and with
gratitude by the AMI Board, committee members,
membership and staff, for helping shape the future
of our association to support Montessori work with
children worldwide.’
As the announcement says, the legacy that Renilde
has left us is the Educateurs sans Frontières [EsF]
programme. The story goes that when Dr
Montessori was in India in 1940 she sent a letter to
her two granddaughters saying: ‘We abandon all
and travel the world, as did those in former times
who would sow seeds and go on their way. This is
our destiny: to sow! To sow everywhere, without
ceasing, never to harvest.’ It is said that it was this
letter that inspired Renilde to establish EsF, to apply
Montessori principles in a quest to realise her
grandmother’s vision of world harmony because, as
she said ‘..our world has become complex,
cluttered, hasty and vociferous on all levels of
existence. We live with the insanity of inexplicable
wars, we are victims of exorbitant consumerism.
Partly out of idealism and a love of the earth and all
its beings human and non-human, partly out of
pragmatic self-interest, we try panic-stricken to save
the planet we are so conspicuously destroying. Our
morals are a shambles, our values obfuscated and
askew.’ She envisaged ‘educators who could
penetrate, neutrino-like, the universal tissue of
human society – a scattered group of individuals,
ambassadors for the child, minstrels who come
when called upon and leave when the wisdom of
their song has been heard.’

Direction’s fitting tribute to her life is to tell its
readers more about this programme and in so doing
hope to sow some of the seeds that Renilde and her
grandmother cared so passionately about.
The first assembly of the EsF was held in Città di
Castillo in 1999. A group of Montessorians met in
this auspicious Italian town to reflect deeply on the
Montessori principles in the hope that this would
empower them to go out into the world ‘ready to
sow the seeds of Montessori thought and practice’
wherever they were needed. As Renilde said:
‘Dr Montessori's work can be applied in a wide
variety of ways that can benefit the cause of the
child beyond the school and the home. Her own
term for the pedagogy she created was 'Education
as an Aid to Life', and education as an aid to life is
applicable at any time, in any place, within all social
strata, through public or private agencies, in
settings rural, urban and remote.
When Montessori principles are applied in the wider
context of society, their possibilities are vast and
all-encompassing. They can be of incalculable help
to parents, social workers, child-care workers,
family counsellors, in short, to any person involved
with the developing human being.’
Thirteen years and three assemblies later some
remarkable projects, both small and large, have
been established, helping children in all sorts of
different circumstances to have the possibility of
living a better life. In many cases these projects
have been inspired and driven by just one individual
who has been determined to make a difference and
in seeking to help a particular community has taken
care, as Renilde said, ‘Never to intrude, not to
indoctrinate, but to help and encourage others to
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learn, to rediscover the wise and ancient plan for
wholesome growth with which all humans are
endowed.’
Recently AMI has launched www.amiesf.org, where
many of these projects are described. The website
invites us to get involved, start a project in our own
local community, make a donation to an existing

Bachman Lake Community School

and adults through parent education and
Montessori schools.

Corner of Hope

project or sign up for the next assembly. Some
exemplar projects are described in detail on the
website:

The Bachman Lake Community School offers
parent outreach and education incorporating
Montessori principles to immigrant families on site
in their apartment complex. The programme
includes: weekly home visits from bilingual parent
educators to provide information about the child’s
development and help with parenting skills: group
meetings, information sessions and leadership

The Corner of Hope pilot project in Kenya delivers
Montessori schools to the most vulnerable
communities such as those in refugee, transit and
IDP Camps by training teachers locally. Its aim is
self-reliance not dependence, community not
school, self ownership and control, dignity and self
worth which all play an important role in
overcoming the effects of trauma experienced by

Montessori for All

training for parents: field trips and family activities;
health, dental and mental health activities.

Montessori Children’s
Foundation

the inhabitants of the camps.
The Montessori Children’s Foundation, supports
projects in indigenous and remote communities
throughout Australia, which empower both children
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Montessori for All aims to ensure high educational
outcomes for children living in poverty by
developing community-based schools in Minnesota.
These schools will provide quality Montessori
programmes for over 500 children, between the
ages if 3 and 6, from low-income and diverse
communities. This will result in the training and
certification of approximately 70 teachers,
administrators, and assistants to support the
programmes and make a difference in the lives of
these children who would otherwise not have any
possibility of a Montessori education.

The Peter Hesse Foundation, dedicated to
improving early childhood education in Haiti, both
by establishing Montessori preschools and training
community members to staff them. This initiative
has grown into a network of more than 50 schools
serving over 3,800 children annually. In addition,
more than 800 adults have been trained in
Montessori practices and philosophy, providing
both educational and economic support to Haitian
communities.

Montessori Around the World

Montessori Around the World connects existing
Montessori programmes for children in need with
available resources, serving children in such diverse
places as Bhutan, Bangladesh, Tanzania, Guatemala
and Romania. Donations to the project range from
financial support for materials and teacher training
to fund construction projects or volunteering as a
Montessori educator. Montessori around the World
is an independent project inspired by an experience
at the second assembly of Educateurs Sans
Frontières, held in Burgos, Spain in 2004.

Although Renilde is sadly no longer with us, her
legacy lives on in the very way that she would have
wished, in helping ‘so many children, of so many
ages and characteristics, direly in need of protection
for a myriad different reasons. Very small infants,
young children, adolescents, young adults – each
unique and unrepeatable, all deserving to be seen
as persons, all entitled to respectful care and
education, and every one with the inalienable right
to be enjoyed and have their existence celebrated.’
Quotations are taken from the first EsF assembly
and from ‘Educateurs sans Frontières, Educators
without Borders’ by Renilde Montessori published by
Nienhuis Montessori.

Renilde with familiar faces from the Maria Montessori Institute
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Interview
On Time
Children who arrive late at school every morning lose more
than just time. Montessori Directress, Clare Paglia, helps us
to see it from the child’s viewpoint.
Everyone is already there and
has begun to eat their meals,
having already had time to hang
their coats, get a drink, find their
table and get to know the people
next to them and across from
them before the special guest
speaks. You have arrived late
and haven’t had time to do any
of the above. It’s almost an
arresting feeling to walk in the
door and realise how late you
are. I mean, it didn’t seem like
things were running that far
behind, right?
Translating the above scenario,
which most adults have
experienced at one time or
another, to the experience of a
3-6 year-old child is not that far
from what the child experiences
when he arrives to school after
the day has already begun. More
often than not the children who
are repeatedly tardy haven’t the
slightest idea that they are, in
fact, very late to school
until they reach the
doorway and see that the
class is already in session.
They see their friends
busy at work, no longer in
the transitional space in
the doorway for putting
away
coats
and
lunchboxes and greeting
one another. There is
always a moment where
the late child stands
almost paralyzed in the
doorway, and it dawns on
them that they are late. I
still greet those children
just as I would the child
who is on time, and
sometimes I might ask
how the morning went at
home.
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I’m reminded of one very strongwilled child who was always late
to school by at least an hour and
sometimes two. Every day, she
would come into the classroom
with a scowl on her face and
have the toughest time finding a
material to work with to begin
her day.

And interestingly enough, she
started to change as well. The
scowl left her face and was
replaced with eagerness and joy
to be at school and even arrive
before some of her other friends.
Others had the same response
once they began to arrive on
time. Tantrums ceased.

For almost a whole school year, I
tried to figure out why she was
so late, talking about the
importance of being on time
with her parents, reminding
them that we wanted to offer all
of the children a peaceful,
uninterrupted three-hour-work
cycle, to no avail. Finally, she
told me that she just didn’t feel
like getting up in the morning.

It is so vital to set up a
consistent routine at home so
that one is able to get from place
to place on time. Children at this
age are looking to us to know
how we should be as human
beings. If we set up the
precedence that it is acceptable
to walk in late to school, church,
plays, baseball practice, ballet
rehearsal or a violin lesson, the
children begin to develop a habit
of arriving after events are under
way and never really understand
the impression that it has on
others.

Mentioning this new
development to her parents
changed things a bit. They
started to put her to bed earlier
and wake her up earlier so they
could arrive at school on time.

On the other hand, if we can

offer the children a predictable
routine and schedule so that
they know when things are
happening, it often takes the
stress and chaos out of leaving
on time. They can depend on the
same series of events to happen
before they must be in the car
on the way to school, practices,
etc.
The five-day school week
Another challenge that
Montessorians face, especially
when working with the younger
children, is helping parents, and
sometimes administrators alike,
to grasp the importance of a
five-day school week.
I so often hear, ‘Well, they are
only three,’ or ‘They are going to
spend SO many years in school,
why spend time in a five-day
week now?’ It’s very hard to
know the best way to respond. I
understand how hard it can be
sometimes for parents to spend
time away from their children. Or
parents sometimes look at
school as a way to have a little
break and time to take care of
other responsibilities as well as
offering their child a place to
spend a few hours engaged in a
safe place.
However, a key reason behind
the five-day school week in the
Children’s House, in particular,
is that it aids the social cohesion
of the classroom environment.
This is the building of the group,
the dynamics and the pulse of
the classroom. It’s the balance
between oldest and youngest
and even the balance between
personalities, cultures and
societal norms. The children are
subconsciously absorbing all
that is around them, including
those who are not at school on a
regular basis. The children
always ask where another child
is whenever the child is absent
from school.
That is to say, children of this
age, as mentioned above, thrive
on consistency and routine. So,
attending school for five
consecutive days is invaluable to

the child. When they attend
regularly, the environment
becomes more predictable, and
the daily routine gives
satisfaction rather than the
distress or tension of becoming
oriented again after a gap. Dr
Maria Montessori says, ‘it is
through these daily experiences
that a social order comes to
being … the only social life that
children get in ordinary schools
is during playtime or on
excursions. Ours live always in
an active community.’ [1]
The children that attend school
five days a week also have a
much easier time continuing
along the progression of
materials at their own pace.
There is more time for receiving
new lessons and less time in
between receiving those lessons,
so there is more time for
practicing and mastering them.
These children are getting the
full benefit of one of the
cornerstones of an authentic
Montessori experience — the
three-hour work cycle.
Montessori observed that a
minimum of three hours leads to
the deepest concentration, which
is followed by calm, peaceful,
cooperative and kind
characteristics. Concentration is
considered ‘healing’ as it brings
us to feel more confident,
energized, and refreshed.
We
want to be able to offer
consistent open-ended time so
that children have the freedom
to independently choose what to
do. If we do this, we observe
children who become so
engaged that they start to ‘fall in
love’ with work. But a child who
is not in school on time five days
a week is not able to reap the
full benefits of the work cycle.
On time and in school
So, what might happen if you
arrived at the party early with
ample time to settle in, put your
coat away and greet your
friends? You have enough time
to get a drink and find your seat
before the meal even begins.
How do you feel? Are you more

settled? Are you feeling more at
peace or even excited about the
upcoming events for the
evening?
The children are the same. They
begin their day with more joy
and peace when they have
enough time to adjust and
transition into the environment
when arriving on time. Also,
when they are attending for the
full five-day week, the children
feel they are even more of an
active participant in the daily life
of the community. The children
even aid each other in finding
their work for the day and
gearing up for new lessons on
exciting materials.
Mario Montessori, Jr, in his book
‘Education for Human
Development’, reminds us that,
‘Adults are the representatives of
the outer world and the most
important source of guidance for
the child. Man is not born with
pre-established behaviour
patterns but with the ability to
form them during youth. He
does this through his personal
experiences in his interaction
with the environment. These
experiences are internalized, and
thus structure his inner
world.’ [2]
Our role is even more vital for
the child, for we demonstrate the
very behaviour that we are
hoping to see. We help the child
to experience how courteous it is
to be on time, participating fully
in the classroom activities and
how both impact the
surrounding environment.
This was first published on
mariamontessori.com

1. Montessori, M. [1967] The
Absorbent Mind p225 Henry
Holt and Company, LLC. New
York
2. Montessori, M. Jr. [1976]
Education for Human
Development: Understanding
Montessori p57 Clio Press,
Oxford, England
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Regulars
Yesterday’s Discoveries
Today’s Science
Montessori’s maxim ‘the hand is the tool of the
mind’ is well-known to those who advocate the
Montessori approach but recent research now
confirms this discovery
The 4-year-old Jasmin places the tips of her pointer
and middle fingers at the top of the Sandpaper
Letter ‘s’, and gracefully moves them along its
curves until coming to its end, at which point we
hear a satisfied ‘ssssss’ before she picks up her
piece of chalk with the same fingers, and executes a
fluid ‘s’ on the chalkboard. Pausing only to wipe the
chalk off her fingers, she places them again on the
Sandpaper Letter, feels, and writes again, the
second of many more repetitions, until every bit of
the chalkboard is crammed full of ‘s’. Those of us
who have thrown away our notebooks and pencils in
favour of inputting our thoughts on the keyboards
of every shape and size that litter our modern daily
lives may shake our heads and think ‘So much effort
when she could achieve the same ‘s’ by tapping on a
button.’ But the neuroscientists and educational
researchers of today have found evidence that
writing by hand, particularly for the maturing brain
of a child, has a tremendous impact on cognitive
development.
‘Without recognizing it, those repetitive handwriting
drills we did as children were some of our first and
most basic steps in developing our cognitive
abilities.’ [1]
Scientists note that the fine motor skills,
proprioceptive and vestibular senses involved in
handwriting are the building blocks on which the
human brain is able to connect with and understand
the world. As Jasmin’s writing progresses with each
repetition, her discovery of how to form letters of a
particular size and shape, of the amount of pressure
to be applied to the pencil, of the positioning of the
pencil in relation to the paper, and the motor skill to
execute each letter in one fluid motion from left to
right will, at the same time, contribute to her
developing a ‘neural foundation of sensory skills’.
[1]

Several studies describe how the physiological
movement involved in writing, by gripping and
moving a pen or pencil, increases brain activity and
builds pathways in the brain that improve mental
effectiveness.
Researchers R. Shadmehr and H. Holcomb at Johns
Hopkins University conducted PET scans that

displayed how brains change in reaction to physical
instruction such as handwriting. They found that the
hand crosses the midline of the body frequently in
writing, triggering brain activity that increases
learning ability. The scans show both an ‘immediate
improvement in fluency and a later development of
neural pathways’ [1], indicating an instant and a
prolonged effect and suggesting that such motor
activity enables more secure learning. In contrast, in
typing, hands do not cross the midline, and thus the
connecting fibres of the corpus callosum, that acts
as the bridge enabling communication between the
two brain hemispheres is not activated. In children,
its activation is particularly important to develop
efficient interchange between the two hemispheres.
A study conducted by researchers from Indiana
University found that this impact on brain activity
aids letter recognition, and thus aids reading ability.
Their neuroimaging scans measured brain activation
in preliterate preschool children who were shown
letters and then either asked to practice by writing
them or practice by seeing and saying the letters
repeatedly. The results showed that the children
who practiced the letters they were shown by
writing had ‘neural activity far more enhanced and
adult-like than in those who had simply looked at
letters’. [2] The children allowed to write were also
better able to recognize and remember the letters the foremost predictor of reading ability at age 5.
Professor Katya Feder notes: ‘The contact, direction
and pressure of the pen or pencil send the brain a
message and the repetitive process of handwriting
integrates motor pathways into the brain’. She
described mastery as ‘almost a groove in the
pathways’.
The more children write, the more
pathways are laid down. [3]
This has proved true not just for children.
Researchers found adults studying new symbols
such as Chinese characters, have enhanced
recognition when writing the characters by hand.
Parallels have been seen in adults attempting to
learn a graphically different language such as
Chinese, or symbol systems for mathematics, music
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and chemistry. A 2008 study in the Journal of
Cognitive Science, asked adults to distinguish
between the new characters they had learned and a
mirror image of them. It then contrasted those who
practiced using pen and paper and those who used
a keyboard, and found those who wrote by hand
had stronger and longer-lasting recognition of the
characters’ proper orientation, indicating that the
movements the hand makes in writing aid in visual
recognition of graphic shapes. [2] When we think of
children that struggle to differentiate the letters b,
p, d, or the numbers 6 and 9, such knowledge is
invaluable.
Tests at the University of Ottawa School of
Rehabilitation corroborate the link between
handwriting and memory, finding that the act of
writing engages memory better. If you write a list of
items, rather than simply memorizing them from a
printed sheet, you are more likely to remember
them, even if you tear up your list immediately after
writing it.
Another area of the brain noted to be activated by
the act of writing is the reticular activating system
(RAS), composed of a group of cells at the base of
the brain. This system filters environmental
information for the brain, giving priority to whatever
the mind is focusing on at the moment, a focus that
is strengthened by the physical act of writing it. In
the book ‘Write It Down, Make It Happen’, author
Henriette Anne Klauser says that ‘Writing triggers
the RAS, which in turn sends a signal to the cerebral
cortex: ‘Wake up! Pay attention! Don’t miss this
detail!’ [4]
Victoria Berninger, a professor of educational
psychology at University of Washington goes
beyond letter recognition to reveal how children
compose more correct, creative essays, with more
complete sentences when writing manually. She
describes ‘the hand’s unique relationship with the
brain when it comes to composing thoughts and
ideas.’ The study shows that writing differs from
typing in the richness and variety of movements
involved - writing requires executing sequential
strokes to form a letter, while in typing the whole
letter is produced simply by touching a key.
‘Pictures of the brain have illustrated that sequential
finger movements activated massive regions
involved in thinking, language and working memory
- the system for temporarily storing and managing
information’. [2]
Dr Maria Montessori intuited the link between the
movement of the hand and learning long before any
of these studies. Her discovery shines through in all
areas of the Children’s House: The children’s fingers
acquire written symbol by moving over Sandpaper
Letters and Numbers that enable the child’s hand to
experience how each is formed. The same fingers
enable a deep and clear understanding of geometry
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as they fluidly feel the outline of the shapes in the
geometric cabinet. The fingers access botany as
they trace leaf shapes. They access geography as
they move over the land and water forms, dipping
into the lake, skimming over the isthmus, and
around the peninsula. Even in what may seem as
mundane as the memorization of the essential
combinations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division, she understood children
would remember better through an activity that
enabled movement. Thus, instead of the passive
flash cards, she designed beautiful charts for the
children’s fingers to dance over, with each precise
movement discovering and prompting the brain to
store the answer to a sum.
The leader of the Indiana study, Karin Harman James
reflects that ‘It seems there is something really
important about manually manipulating and
drawing out two-dimensional things we see all the
time’. [2]
In his book ‘The Hand: How its Use Shapes the
Brain, Language and Human Culture’, the Pulitzer
Prize nominated neurologist Frank Wilson
contemplates on the potential of the work of the
hand for igniting interest: ‘the most powerful tactic
available to any parent or teacher who hopes to
awaken the curiosity of a child, and who seeks to
join the child who is ready to learn, is simply to
head for the hands.’ [5]
Montessori observed that this drive to explore
manually and achieve greater and greater
coordination of the hand was strongest in the early
years. ‘In the period of early childhood they are
urged by nature itself to coordinate the movements
of the hands, as seen in their urge to touch
everything, to take everything in their hands, and
play with everything.’ [6] She noted that the hand of
the child at this time is ‘led by life itself’ to the
activities that act as a wonderful indirect
preparation for writing.
She thus strongly
advocated offering children opportunities to

understanding that unlike what most people at the
time thought, it was primarily a motor skill. Because
of this, it is best tackled during the sensitive period
for coordination of movement, when the ability of
the hand to make precise shapes, grip, and lightly
move can be indirectly prepared in activities that are
themselves developmentally constructive. The
muscular memory is incredibly strong at this time
and the child is immensely interested still in tracing
the Sandpaper Letters, and by doing so, in
Montessori’s words, ‘stamp the shape of the letters
on their hands’. [7] This sensitivity and liking for
such an activity no longer exists later.
‘This is the time – we might call it the ‘season in
life’ – when written language can ripen as does a
fruit. The ripening of fruit does not depend solely
on the kind of seed sown and the preparation of the
soil, but very much also on the season when it is
sown.’ [8]
She was adamant that the development of
handwriting should not be experienced as a burden
or chore, as it frequently was in primary schools at
the time, where she describes the pen becoming ‘an

instrument of torture for the children, and writing a
form of hard labour imposed by compulsion and
continuous punishment’. [9] She observed that if
given at the right time, in the right way, with the
right preparation, the ability to write was acquired
not only without pain, but with great joy.
Lori Woellhaf
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Regulars
Dear Maria...

The two-year-old ‘progress check’
- who is being tested?
A revision of the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS)
framework has resulted in plans to introduce a new written
summary of children’s progress for parents when their child
reaches two years of age. This ‘early years progress check’
will focus on three prime areas: communication and
language, physical development and personal, social and
emotional development. [1] Dame Clare Tickell, who proposed
the test, said that it should be ‘a signpost, focusing on those
areas in which children excel or where they are in need of
extra help.’ [2] One of its prime adversaries, however, says
that the move risks branding children as failures at a young
age. [3] Would Maria Montessori have advocated testing for
twos?

Dr Montessori described children’s development in
the first two and a half years of life as ‘a
fundamental formative period’ [4] and wrote that
‘psychologists are realising more and more the
importance of the first few years in the life of the
individual.’ [5] By the age of two the child has spent
long periods of time observing people around him
which has helped him to pass from wriggling on his
stomach to crawling to standing and finally to
walking. Furthermore, he has grown in strength and
can walk in a co-ordinated way, even carrying heavy
burdens. Dr. Montessori described the pleasure that
this gives a young child:
‘The child of two is well able to walk for a mile or
two, and also to climb, if he is in the mood for it.
The difficult parts of the walk appeal to him most.
[…] The child does not walk only with his legs, he
also walks with his eyes. What urges him on are the
interesting things that he sees. Here is a sheep
grazing. He sits down near it to watch. Presently he
gets up and goes a fair distance - sees a flower smells it - sees a tree - goes up to it, walks around it
several times, then sits down to look at it. In this
way he may wander for miles. His walks are broken
by periods of rest and at the same time full of
interesting discoveries.’ [6]
Her words reflect the experiences of a child who
grows up in the presence of understanding adults,
adults who have the patience to accompany the
walking child, however often he may pause. She
continues, however, to offer advice for those adults
who are less understanding:
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‘We must remember that the child’s idea of walking
is quite different from ours. Our belief that a long
walk is beyond him comes from making him walk at
our pace. This is as stupid as it would be for us to
go out on foot with a horse and expect to keep up
with it. The latter, seeing we were out of breath,
would then say (as we do to the child): “This is no
good. Jump on my back and we will both get there
together.” But the child is not trying to “get there.”
All he wants is to walk. And because his legs are
shorter than ours, we must not try to make him
keep up with us. It is we who must go at his
pace.’ [7]
So given that all two-year-olds will have received
different levels of support from their surroundings,
can we really propose testing them so early in their
lives? One way in which Dame Tickell’s guidelines
propose testing physical development is by seeing
whether the two-year-old is ‘beginning to be
independent in self-care, e.g. pulling off their socks
or shoes’. [8] Does this mean that the children
arriving at the Children’s House who change from
outdoor shoes into indoor footwear as a matter of
course will be marked down as excelling in physical
development? Surely this is due to their parents
providing them with Velcro-fastened shoes that the
child can manipulate and then simply encouraging
them to do it themselves?
Another element of the progress check is
communication. Dr Montessori wrote extensively
about the stages of language development in young
children and commented that:
‘in about two and a half years the child has
mastered a language which for the purpose of
receiving ideas from others or expressing his own
ideas is as satisfactory a medium as perhaps a
foreign language learned by an adult after twenty
years of laborious study.’ [9]

In some cases a two-year-old child will even be able
to speak more than one dialect, such is the ease
with which he absorbs the language of his
surroundings. Although his grammar may not yet be
perfect, his vocabulary has grown through an
explosion of words and likewise he is about to
experience an explosion of sentences. Again, this
assumes that the child has grown up under
favourable conditions; he needs to hear humans
around him speaking with rich and clear speech; he
needs to watch human mouths and not the
television; he needs to be protected from the
restraints of a dummy. Dr. Montessori reminds us
that:
‘language is suffused with a sentiment and affection
in relation to the early environment of the child and
forms part and parcel of his personality.’ [10]
According to Dame Tickell’s guidelines, one way to
test language will be to check whether the two-yearold child can ‘talk in basic sentences and use a
variety of questions’. [11] Some children will have
achieved this and some will not, depending on the
obstacles that may have been placed in their way.
Even in Montessori’s day children varied in their
ability to communicate, as she points out herself:
‘There are cases in which the normal explosion [of
words] does not happen at the right age. For
instance, the child of three, or three and a half, may
use only the few words customary at a much
younger age. Or he may seem completely dumb; yet
his organs of speech are normal. In our schools we
have had children of three and four who had never
been heard to speak. They had never even used the
“fusive” words uttered by children of two. But,
thanks to the freedom they found and to the stimuli
of their surroundings, they showed suddenly that
they could have talked all the time. How was this?
Some grave mental injury, or a persistent
impediment of some kind, must have been at work,
preventing free outlet to the wealth of language
really possessed.’ [12]
It may be incredible to think that in only two years
of life we adults have such a strong influence over
the child’s future development, but Dr. Montessori
was adamant that this is the case. Here she gives an
example of why even our attitude to the activities
carried out by a two-year-old is so influential:
‘The interruption of cycles of activity produces
certain inner conditions in the mind of the child
which deprive him of self-confidence and neutralise
his ability to finish what he has started. When a
child is continuously interrupted while fulfilling
cycles of activity, the child is gradually losing the
courage, the constancy and the determination
necessary for achievement.’ [13]
Dr. Montessori was a scientist and as such the role

of observation featured prominently in her
methodology. In Montessori Infant Communities
and Children’s Houses we continue to be keen
observers of the children and we record these
observations. This is an essential tool, which
enables us to direct the children to activities that
best aid their individual advancement, but it is not
used as a means of formal assessment. Considering
the emphasis that Montessori put on the influence
of the child’s environment on his development and
knowing how much environments vary from family
to family, it does not seem likely that she would
ever have given her approval to the assessment of
two year-olds against agreed developmental
expectations. Moreover, considering that it is
parents who create children’s environments who is
it that will be assessed by the ‘progress check’ –
parent or child?
Gayle Wood
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